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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

Light to moderate winds are expected to persist across the Gulf today and tomorrow with slight seas as high-pressure ridging 
remains over the area. High pressure ridging is expected to weaken overall continuing to decrease winds to light to gentle 
winds and seas to calm to low end slight heights this weekend. On Saturday, tropical moisture is expected to begin moving 
into the Bay of Campeche and can start potentially forming a tropical system early to mid-week next week. 
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

The rest of the Gulf will remain benign with a threat for showers and thunderstorms along the coastal areas during the 
morning hours Monday and Tuesday. The tropical moisture from the Bay of Campeche is forecast to move north and the tail 
end of a frontal boundary is expected to bring moisture into the Gulf allowing for the central and eastern Gulf to keep those
moderate threats for showers and thunderstorms into mid-week next week. The potential tropical system is expected to 
potentially begin affecting the Gulf with rainfall and potential gale force winds. This system will continue to be monitored and
advisories will be started once confidence increases and a trackable system is identified. 
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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